
Supervisor meeting #1  
 

Date 15th June 2017 

Time 2030 - 2230 

Mode & Venue Physical, SIS level 5, Room 5036 

Attendees Ling Wei, Ryan, Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi 

Agenda - Review project proposal with supervisor (includes explaining 
business problem and technical depth to supervisor) 

- Clarify doubts with supervisor and seek possible ways of 
improvement for the project. 

Meeting 
minutes 

After sharing the project scope with supervisor, the current proposal is 
generally okay. We can add more features to increase the value of 
this project. Our supervisor has also made suggestions for both 
project management as well as project features. 
 
For project management, we should have a specialized business 
analyst role as it will be helpful to bridge the gap between our team 
and the sponsor (Mainly non-technical). 
 
Supervisor asked why is an iteration 3 weeks long and he raised his 
concerns. He commented that 3 weeks iteration is justifiable now as 
everyone in the team is having internship. But a 3 week long iteration 
will be too loose during school term. A long iteration might be difficult 
to track on “on time” we are for each iteration and tasks.He suggested 
that we keep a worklog on individual level (to track oin per task basis) 
to know how much we are spending on each task. Supervisor 
mentioned that project management is equally important as technical 
complexity. He recommended 20 hours per week during the term time 
and the hours exclude the learning time. He also suggested shifting 
iteration to have more buffer time for refinement as NLP will take a lot 
of time. 
 
For change management, if the sponsor wants to make changes to 
the scope or request new features, PM should document and analyse 
the new requirements. PM must be be able to justify the changes by 
answering following questions: 

- How does it add to the project value? 
- Does the team have the necessary capabilities? 
- How will the project schedule be affected?  

By mid-term, no changes can be requested or added. 
 



We need to have concrete metrics to say that we have created value 
(meeting the X-Factor). X-Factor can be technical complexity or 
meeting high business requirements or even both. Some of the ways 
we can ensure our X-Factor is satisfied is that we... 

● Properly prepared questions to collect user sentiment on the 
usefulness of the system 

○ Used to show value and measure the success of the 
project. 

● Get the client to say during presentation “wow yes this is great  
● Technical based X-factor  

○ New technology and we are first few to make use of it 
for enterprise systems 

■ Intelligent bots 
○ NLP  
○ Sentiment analysis 
○ Architecture of backend can be an x factor [AWS ?] 

■ Load balancers 
■ Fully scalable 
■ Highly available 

● Business X factor must ask the user for justification 
 
Supervisor also suggested us to carry out market survey to find out 
what are the similar tools/products/competitors are doing for analytics 
dashboard. 
 
For testing-wise, more user is better. 
 
For technical-wise, supervisor suggested that chatbot should be able 
to understand free-form text. But we will have to check with our 
sponsor to know if that is what they want. We have to show and justify 
the new system work process. 
 
To cover lack of data, get fake data through other real sources. One 
possible way to do so is to crawl the real sources. 
 
Additional suggestion from supervisor: Create event based on a post 
created – only subscribers will get to see the post. Additionally, bot will 
suggest event if related to another user. 
 

To-do-list - Rework role assignments 
- Update project proposal 
- Review project schedule 
- Explore new feature possibilities based on supervisor’s 

suggestions. 



 
The meeting was adjourned at 2230. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 
are no amendments in the next day.  
 
Prepared by 
Au Ling Wei 
 
Vetted and edited by 
Tay Wen Li 


